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An unusual presentation of Filariasis as 

upper arm cystic swelling ï cytological 

diagnosis: A rare case report 
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           Research Article 

 
Abstract: Filariasis is endemic in parts of Latin America, 

Sub-Saharan Africa and South East Asia. It is caused by 

nematodes, Wuchereria bancrofti and Brugia malayi and it 

is transmitted by mosquitoes. In endemic areas, Filariasis 

causes a spectrum of diseases including 1) Asymptomatic 

microfilaremia, 2) Chronic lymphadenitis with swelling of 

the dependant limb or scrotum (elephantiasis), 3) Tropical 

pulmonary eosinophilia.  

Hereby presenting the case of Filariasis with rare 

presentation i.e. upper arm cystic swelling. 

A 30 years male patient came to pathology OPD at Dr 

Shankar Chavan Government Medical College Nanded for 

FNAC, with the history of swelling in the left armpit, 

which was cystic in nature, since 1 month. FNAC of the 

swelling done under all aseptic precaution. The 2 ml straw 

coloured fluid was aspirated and swelling completely 

disappears after aspiration. 

The fluid was centrifuged. At the bottom of the test-tube 

clumps of motile, whitish coloured, worms seen. Then wet 

mount preparation of the fluid studied, which shows many 

motile microfilaria. 

The routine H&E stained smears were studied which also 

shows the microfilaria. 

No other abnormality noted. 

Thus, Filariasis can presents as upper arm cystic swelling 

which is unusual presentation.  

Key words: Filariasis, Wuchereria bancrofti and Brugia 
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Microfilaremia. 

 
Introduction:  

 
Filarial worms are nematodes that dwell in the 

subcutaneous tissues and the lymphatics. 8 

filarial species infect human of these, four i.e. 

Wuchereria Bancrofti, Brugia malayi, 

Onchocerca volvulus and Loa-loa are 

responsible for most serious filarial infections. 

They are transmitted by mosquitoes.
1
 

 Filariasis is endemic in tropical countries such 

as India, China, Indonesia, parts of Asia and 

Africa.
2 

lymphatic Filariasis responsible for 90 

million infection worldwide.
3
 

The adult filarial worms reside in the lymphatic 

system from where the gravid female releases 

large number of microfilaria which may pass 

through the thoracic duct and pulmonary 

capillaries into the peripheral blood, and 

occasionally, microfilaraemia may be found in 

the infected patient.
4
 

Microfilaria have been reported in variable 

locations like epididymis,
5
 thyroid,

6 
breast

7 
and 

in variable specimens like bronchial washings, 

urine
8
 and ovarian fluids 

9 
and upper arm cystic 

swelling
10

. 

The detection of microfilaria in the fine needle 

aspiration smear is unusual. 

Microfilaria of Wuchereria bancrofti are 

identified morphologically by the presence of 

hyaline sheath, length of cephalic space and 

presence of nuclei from head to tail, with tip free 

from the nuclei. 

The exact incidence of microfilaria presenting in 

the upper arm cystic swelling is not known but 

to find them in a cystic swelling in the upper 

arm is very rare. 

 

Case: Hereby we present a case of Filariasis 

presenting as upper arm cystic swelling. 
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A 30 year male patient from Nanded city 

(Maharashtra state [INDIA]) presents with the 

history of swelling in the left arm-pit region 

since 1 month and was referred to the pathology 

OPD for FNAC on 02/11/2011. 

No history of trauma, pain, discharge or rapid 

increase in size of the swelling.  

 

On examination, the single appears to be single, 

soft and cystic in nature,  

of size 1×1 cm in the left axillary region. Mobile 

and nontender swelling. No eviedence of 

lymphadenopathy and other complaints. 

Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) of the 

swelling was done under all aseptic precaution 

in pathology OPD at Dr Shankar Chavan 

Government Medical College Nanded. 

2ml straw coloured fluid was aspirated and 

swelling was completely disappears after 

aspiration.  

(At the time of FNAC, we didnôt suspect that the 

swelling was due to microfilaria so that 

photograph of gross not taken.) 

The wet preparation and the smears made from 

the fluid were studied microscopically. 

Wet preparation shows evidence of many mobile 

microfilarias. 

Cytology smears stained with H&E shows 

presence of inflammatory cells like neutrophils, 

eosinophils and few lymphocytes. Also seen 

microfilaria in embryo and gravid forms.  

Peripheral smear examination shows only 

increased eosinophil count. No microfilaria was 

found in peripheral smear. 

 

 
Microscopic findings: 

 
Fig.1. Wet mount preparation of the fluid shows microfilaria. 
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Fig.2. Numerous microfilaria seen (low power view - 10x) 

 

 
Fig.3 (High power view - 40x) 
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Fig.4 (High power view - 40x) 

 

 

 
Fig.5 (High power view - 40x) 

           

(Figure 3, 4 and 5 shows microfilaria.) 
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Discussion: 

 
Lymphatic Filariasis caused by infection with 

W. Bancrofti, B. Malayi and B. Timori. 

Manifestation of the acute and chronic Filariasis 

usually occurs only after years of repeated 

exposure to the infected vectors in endemic 

areas. Its typical presentations are elephantiasis, 

chronic lymphoedema, epididymitis, funiculitis 

and lymphadenitis. Rarely, Filariasis presents as 

cystic swelling.
10

 

The cytology of the filarial infestation can reveal 

microfilaria with or without adult worms and 

associated eosinophils, neutrophils and 

mononuclear cells. 

W.bancrofti is endemic throughout the tropics 

causing 90% of cases.
3
 Humans are the 

exclusive host for W.bancrofti. The major 

vectors are culex mosquitoes in urban areas and 

anopheles in rural areas.
2
 

Adult worms reside in the lymphatic vessels and 

the microfilaria (larval form) may circulate in 

the peripheral blood. 

Microfilaria may present in an unusual form, so 

careful screening of cytology smears even when 

Filariasis is not suspected, solves many medical 

and surgical problem. Thus, FNAC has special 

importance in making quick and efficient 

diagnosis of unsuspected cases of Filariasis. 

 
Conclusion:  

 
To conclude, one should always consider the 

Filariasis in the differential diagnosis of unusual 

cystic swelling, especially in endemic areas.   
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